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Redux Contemporary Art Center is a non profit 
organization committed to fostering creativity 
and the cultivation of contemporary art through 
diverse exhibitions, a�ordable studio space for 
visual artists, meaningful education and outreach 
programs, and a multidisciplinary approach to 
the dialogue between artists and their audiences.

Redux holds regular exhibition programming, 
and has a robust educational outreach program 
with classes, camps, and individual lessons going 
on throughout each year. In the 17 years since 
the organization’s inception, it has become a 
premier contemporary art destination not only 
in Charleston, but in the Southeastern US.

Studio Artists

Redux is home to charleston’s most creative 
artists. Each artist at Redux concentrates on 
developing a personal artistic vision. Redux’s 
exhibitions and related programs serve as a 
resource where studio artists are regularly 
exposed to visiting artists and creative 
programming.

Apply for a studio at Redux. 
Visit: reduxstudios.org/studios

Learning

Integral to Redux’s mission is to educate our 
community about current practices in art 
through both an acafdemic and hands on 
approach. Redux o�ers year-round art classes 
and workshops to the public for both kids 
and adults.

Find out more about classes at Redux. 
Visit: reduxstudio.org/learn
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WHY REDUX?
Here’s what we have to offer: PRICING

Great event back-drop 
(surrounded by original 
local artwork)

Location: proximity to 
downtown Charleston
1953 sq/ft Main Gallery 

Space Capacity: 
350 people

AV system

Projector & Screen 

Access to kitchenette 

and  supplemental 

tables & chairs 

non-profit rates available upon request 
Please call today to book your event at 

(843)-722-0697 or email 
info@reduxstudios.org

*all prices include 2 hour event,
1 hour set up, 1 hour take down,
plus Redux sta�er on-duty

Weekday Event (Mon – Thurs)
Base rate - $1000 
Cleaning fee - $100
Additional Time - $150/hour

Weekend Event (Fri – Sun)
Base Rate - $1500 
Cleaning Fee - $100
Additional Time - $150/hour

**we’re willing to work with additional 
accommodations as needed
**we can recommend outside caterers 
to assist with events and planning




